COCKE COUNTY  I-40

(ITS RURAL DEPLOYMENT) FROM JEFFERSON COUNTY LINE TO NORTH CAROLINA STATE LINE (IA)
Length - 21.9 (Intelligent Transportation System)
This project is in the early stages of development.

COCKE COUNTY  I-40

BRIDGE OVER SR-9 (IA)
Length - 0.1 (Bridge Replacement)
The engineering is scheduled to begin in the 3rd Quarter Calendar Year 2020.

COCKE COUNTY  I-40

WESTBOUND AT LM 18.3 AND LM 20.8
(Mitigation - Rockfall)
The engineering is underway.

COCKE COUNTY  I-40

BRIDGE OVER GREEN CORNER ROAD (01321), LM 21.0 (IA)
Length - 0.0 (Bridge Replacement)
The engineering is underway.

COCKE COUNTY  SR-9  US-25

(US-25, E. BROADWAY), BRIDGE OVER PIGEON RIVER, LM 6.82 (IA)
Length - 0.1 (Bridge Replacement)
The engineering is scheduled to begin in the 3rd Quarter Calendar Year 2020.

COCKE COUNTY  SR-9  US-25

BRIDGE OVER BRANCH, LM 21.43
Length - 0.0 (Bridge Replacement)
The engineering is underway.

COCKE COUNTY  SR-32  US-321

FROM NEAR SR-73 AT COSBY TO NORTH OF WILTON SPRINGS ROAD (IA)
Length - 7.4 (Construction-New)
The engineering is underway.
COCKE COUNTY     SR-35     US-321

(NEWPORT BYPASS), FROM SR-9 TO SAINT TIDE HOLLOW ROAD (IA)
Length - 4.6  (Construction-New)
The right-of-way and/or utility process is underway.

COCKE COUNTY

VARIOUS LOCAL ROADS IN COCKE COUNTY (LOCAL ROADS SAFETY INITIATIVE)
(Safety)
The planning report is complete.

HAMBLEN - COCKE COUNTIES     SR-160

(ENKA HIGHWAY) BRIDGE OVER OVERFLOW, LM 0.14, IN HAMBLEN COUNTY AND BRIDGE OVER
NOLICHUCHY RIVER, LM 11.87, IN COCKE COUNTY (IA BUNDLE)
Length - 0.1  (Bridge Replacement)
The engineering is underway.
COCKE COUNTY    SR-32
FROM NEAR CHESTNUT VALLEY WAY TO NEAR SR-73 (RESURFACE & SAFETY) LENGTH - 3.470

CONTRACT NO.: CNU130
LET TO CONTRACT: 3/27/2020
CONTRACTOR: CHARLES BLALOCK & SONS, INC.
BID PRICE: $612,379.62
EST. COMPLETION DATE: SEPTEMBER, 2020

COCKE COUNTY    SR-73 US-321
FROM SEVIER COUNTY LINE TO SR-32 (RESURFACE & SAFETY) LENGTH - 3.100

CONTRACT NO.: CNU130
LET TO CONTRACT: 3/27/2020
CONTRACTOR: CHARLES BLALOCK & SONS, INC.
BID PRICE: $563,779.86
EST. COMPLETION DATE: SEPTEMBER, 2020

COCKE COUNTY    SR-32
FROM NEW CAVE CHURCH ROAD TO HERITAGE BLVD IN NEWPORT (RSAR) (INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS AND SIGNALS) LENGTH - 0.430

CONTRACT NO.: CNT337
LET TO CONTRACT: 10/4/2019
CONTRACTOR: STANSELL ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
BID PRICE: $206,492.98
EST. COMPLETION DATE: NOVEMBER, 2020

COCKE COUNTY    I-40
INTERCHANGE AT SR-9 (INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS) LENGTH - 0.700

CONTRACT NO.: CNT369
LET TO CONTRACT: 12/13/2019
CONTRACTOR: CHARLES BLALOCK & SONS, INC.
BID PRICE: $2,969,971.69
EST. COMPLETION DATE: OCTOBER, 2020